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INTERACTION OF THE DISCHARGE
MECHANISMS IN A-C CORONA
IN TRODUC TIO N

Corona is an electron avalanche discharge which occurs in
the dielectric medium surrounding a high voltage electrode. In air

under atmospheric conditions corona is visible in a darkened room
and is often audible. Many forms of corona also emit high-f re-

quency electromagnetic radiation.
The basic mechanisms of corona in

air are fairly well

understood from previous investigations. The results

of

these

Investigations are outlined in the first section of this thesis.
The second section presents experimental evidence for

interactions among the basic mechanisms under a-c conditions.
A

large concentric-cylinder electrode configuration was used in

the study, A light-intensity measuring circuit containing a photo-

multiplier tube was used to display the waveforms

of the light

emitted by the corona on an oscilloscope. The corona was also
photographed directly.
An explanation of the

observed interactions. which is based

on the effects of space charges, is presented in the third section of

the thesis,

z

THE MECHANISMS OF CORONA

The mechanisms of corona have usually been studied by

applying a direct voltage between a point electrode and a large plane

electrode separated by a gap of several centimeters. For this

reason the results of such investigations in air under atmospheric
conditions will be outlined first. The characteristics inherent to

a-c corona and to a concentric-cylinder electrode configuration will
then be discussed.

Negative Point-to-Plane Corona
With the point

at a negative potential relative to the plane, the

onset voltage is considered to be the minimum voltage at which self-

sustained electron avalanches occur. At this voltage, which is
usually several icilovolts, positive ions and light photons moving
toward the point produce a sufficient number of free electrons to

maintain the discharge. However, electrons from the discharge

attach to oxygen molecules and form negative ions that move relatively slowly toward the plane electrode; a negative-ion space charge
builds up and reduces the potential gradient at the point until the

discharge is quenched.

The discharge can

then

start again only

when the space charge has been partially removed from the gap.

The resulting negative Trichel pulses,

each have a duration of about

rate

JO

containing about

ions

seconds and occur at an average

of between IO 3 and 10 4 pulses per second.

As

the voltage

s

raised, the space charge is swept from the gap more quickly; the
pulses then occur at a more uniform rate of up to

JO6

pulses per

second arid are reduced in amplitude. This negative Trichel pulse

corona appears as

a faint brush of light

When the voltage

extending

a few millimeters

reaches a magnitude somewhat greater

than twice the onset voltage, the space charge is swept from the gap
so rapidly that it is insufficient to quench the discharge; a pulseless

u the voltage is increased

further, each

avalanche may pro-

duce another avalanche just beyond its head, since in this region the

potential

gradient

is

increased by the negative space charge and free

electrons are created by photolonization. The discharge which propagates by this mechanism is quenched when it reaches a region
insufficient potential

of

gradient and can be initiated again only after

most of the space charge is removed from the gap. The resulting
negative leader stroke appears as a thin irregular line extending

several centimeters into the gap.

As the voltage is

more, breakdown is initiated by this mechanism

increased still

(6, p. 197- 198).

1ositivePoj.nt-to-P1ane Corona

The onset voltage for positive corona

minimum

voltage at which the pulseless

is

form

considered to be the

of positive

corona

occurs,

an the point

is at

a positive potential

plane, burst pulse corona begins to occur

about

O9

of the onset voltage,

which

s

willi

when

respect to the

the voltage reaches

usually several kilovolts.

random electron avalanche proceeding toward

A

the point causes ava-

lanches in the surrounding area by producing free electrons by
phototonization,

In this

manner

the

discharge spreads laterally over

the surface of the point until the positive space charge in the

immedi-

ate area reduces the potential gradient

enough

Th&s primary pulse contains about 1O

ions and bas a duration of less

than

seconds.

frther away trom

When

to

quench the discharge.

the posiltve space charge has been

the point,thenegattve

towardthepointcreate free

e lectron

oxygen ions proceeding

wkic

in

other pulse.

This secondpulse is smaller than the primary pulse becaus
positive space charge inthe gap.

drawn

Such a process continues

pf

the

until the

positive space charge in the gap builds up enough to quench the entire

discharge.

At the Lower voltages each burst

few individuaI pulses spaced about lO
the voltage is increased the

number

may

consist of only a

seconds apart in time, but as

of pulses

increases and the

5

time interval between pulses decreases. At a voltage near the

onset voltage, each burst may contain hundreds of pulses and may
have a total duration of several milliseconds.

Although the burst

pulses are initiated at random intervals of time, the intervals
between bursts tend to decrease as the voltage is increased. Burst

pulses are not normally visible (i,

.

ZlO-216 and 9, p, 892-894).

with the voltage a few percent below the onset voltage, the

primary pulse of

the burst will

sometimes develop into a preonset

streamer. The ionized path of the first avalanche acts as a sharp
extension of the point, and photoionization may initiate avalanches
which proceed toward this positive space charge region.

The

secondary avalanches produce a positive space charge region farther
out in the gap.

This process will continue until the potential gradient

at the head of the discharge becomes insufficient to maintain the

discharge. The preonset streamer contains about

8

x

1O

ions per

centimeter of length and is always followed by a burst puise. It
appears as a thin spire extending between 0.5 cm and

Z

cm into the

gap (2. p 358-363 and 9, p. 894-897).
As the

voltage is raised, the burst pulses begin to overlap,

and at the onset voltage they merge into a pulseless but slightly

fluctuating form of positive corona. This pulseless positive corona

appears as a very faint glow on the surface of the point (1, p. 216),

With
at the point

still

further increase in voltage, the potential gradient

becomes

breakdown streamers,

sufficient to initiate

which have the same mechanism as the preonset streamers.

Be-

cause of the greatly increased voltage, the breakdown streamer
propagates much farther into the gap than the preonset streamer
does, and unless the gap
the first

very long compared with the point radius,

is

breakdown streamer

down streamer

in a

and

seconds and occur

is

a break-

advance, another

space charge has been

at a fairly definite rate of

As

pulses per second.

and breakdown

When

The breakdown streamers have a dura-

breakdown streamers propagate farther
the gap

its

until the large positive

nearly swept from the gap.

between

breakdown.

very long gap completes

streamer cannot form

tion of about 1O

will initiate

the voltage is raised, the

into the

initiated (10, p

gap until they bridge

8-17).

A-C Foint-to-Plane Corona
The variations

of a

60-cps sinusoidal voltage applied between

the point and the plane are relatively slow
of the

corona processes. and thus most

point-to-plane corona are the

same

when compared with most

of the characteristics of

a-c

as those discussed previously.

In particular, negative Trichel pulse corona,

negative pulseless

corona, negative leader strokes, positive pulseless corona, and
positive

breakdown streamers have

all

been observed.

No observation

7

of

burst puise corona or preonset streamers under these conditions

has been reported, but there seems to be nothing to prevent these

mechanisms from occurring

(5, p. 11-38).

The negative Trichel. pulse corona has one

characteristic

which appears under a-c conditions but not under d-c conditions.
On the

negative half cycle, the negative Trichel pulse corona begins

at a voltage equal to the d-c negative corona onset voltage. How-

ever, the corona extinguishes at

a voltage

greater than the d-c

negative corona onset voltage on the decreasing part of the negative

half cycle because of the large negative space charge present
(5, p. 23-27).

A-C Corona On a Concentric-Cylinder Electrode Configuration
The corona which occurs when a 60-cps sinusoidal voltage is

applied between two concentric cylindrical electrodes with diameters
of a few

centimeters and a few meters respectively has most of the

characteristics discussed previously for

point-to-plane

corona. The

negative onset voltage and the positive onset voltage are very nearly
equal in this case (6, p. 254-259).

There are two primary differences between this configuration
and the point-to-plane geometry. First, the concentric-cylinder

configuration has a uniform potential gradient on the surface of each

electrode. This affects the appearance

of the

corona above the

ri

onset voltage. The positive pulseless corona appears as a uniform
glow over the surface of the inner cylinder as expected, but the

negative Trichel pulse corona consists of bright brushes of light

spaced every few inches

along the

inner cylinder. The reasons for

this behavior will be discussed in a later sect1on

The second

difference is that in this case the potential gradient decreases much
more slowly with distance from the surface of the electrode. For
this reason the corona can extend a relatively large distance into the
gap, and thus corona

is

generally more

intense on the concentric-

cylinder configuration than with the point-to-plane geometry (6, p.
252- 254).

Because of the large gap length of this configuration, the

strong positive breakdown streamers do not normally produce breakdown; they are commonly called

'plumes1

because of the large

visible glow they produce. The rather rare discharge called a negative spitu may have the saine mechanism as the

negative leader

stroke.
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE INTERACTIONS
J,

description of the experimental apparatus will be followed

by a presentation of the results of the experimental investigation.

Experimental Apparatus
A sharp steel point was

polished aluminum tube
shown

in

Figure

1

12

projected from the center of a

feet long and 1.25 inches in diameter as

on page 10 by the following

method. An alum-

intim plug 18 inches long was fastened inside the tube at its center
by pins;

the beads of the pins

with the tube

surface.

were then ground and

A point

polished flush

holder was made to fit into a 3/16-

inch hole that was drilled through the tube and into the aluminum
plug.
a

The point was held

In a

1/16-inch

hole in the point holder by

set screw. The points used were an old type of steel

phonograph

needle which taper conically to a spherical tip about 0.12 mm in

diameter. The distance the point extended from the tube was adjusted by changing the position of

the point in the point holder.

The aluminum tube was mounted on the high voltage bus of the
350 kilovolt

transformer în

the F.

O,

McMillan High Voltage Lab-

oratory at Oregon State College. With no othér equipment near the
buss

the apparatus approached a concentric-cylinder geometry with

the small

point on

the inner cylinder.

The effective radius of the

outer cylinder as determined experimentally is 14.5 feet. The
equivalent rms voltage on the bus can be determined from readings
taken on a voltmeter in the primary circuit of the high voltage

lo

Figure

1

-

Sharp point on the

1.

25-inch aluminum

tube.

Figure 2 - Photomultiplier tube mounting with covers
removed. The cathode follower and the voltage
divider for the photomultiplier tube are on the left,
and the photomultiplier tube is on the right.

I

Ji
Figure 3 - The F. O. McMillan High Voltage Laboratory. Shown are the control booth, the
transformer, the high-voltage bus, and the light-intensity measuring equipment.

transformer and a calibration curve obtained from sphere gap flash.

Because

of the relatively high capacitive

charging currents

present on this apparatus, measurement of the ion currents of the

corona was impractical.

However, since measurement

sity of the light emitted by

the

amount

corona

is

also correlated directly with

corona activity present,

of

The details

this

of the light-intensity

included in Appendix

I.

of the inten-

approach was used.

measuring equipment are

A voltage signal was obtained by pas sing the

output current of a photomultiplier tube through an impedance consisting of a
this

i

megohm

resistor In parallel with a 150 pI capacitor;

gave a time constant great enough

of the

to

suppress the pulse nature

photomultiplier tube output current.

then applied to a cathode follower.

The voltage signal was

The output impedance

of the

cathode follower was matched to the input impedance of a 10-foot
section of coaxial cable terminated in

its

characteristic impedance.

The voltage signal across the cable termìnation was observed on a
Tektronix 545A oscilloscope with a Type L preamplifier

unit.

A

Folaroid-Land oscillographic camera with high speed film was used
to

record the single sweep waveforms.

Figura Z on page 10 shows

the phototube and cathode follower mounting.

Notice that the entire

circuit is well shielded to prevent electrostatic coupling.

light-intensity

When

the

measuring apparatus was used, the photomultiplier

I

tube was placed about six feet from the aluminum

Figure

3

tube as shown in

on page 11.

Direct photographs of the corona were taken using iodak
Royal-X Pan photographic film in a camera with a Woflensalc 15-inch
telephoto lens at 1/5.6

.

When the

camera alone was used, it was

placed about six feet from the aluminum tube. Some of these photographs were taken

only about

15

through a stroboscope that allows light to pass on

electrical degrees out of each cycle; In this case the

about eight feet from the point.

Throughout the experimental

investigatIon the point

was

oriented perpendicular to the plane of the aluminum tube and the

camera lens or the photomultiplier tube. The presence of the
measuring equipment at a distance of six feet from the point had
little effect

upon the

electrostatic field at the tube surface, but it

acted as a small perturbation upon the electrostatic field in regions

surrounding the tube.
7

Positive Pulseless Corona and Negative Trichel Pulse Corona
With a point extension of about 0.75
of about 235 kv, negative Trichel pulse

mm

and an rms voltage

corona was visible at the

point; it did not occur elsewhere on the tube because the onset
voltage for the

tube is about 244 kv rms,

Under these

conditions a

14

Figure 4 - Photographs taken
through the stroboscope.
Rms voltage - 226 kv

Point extension - 0.75 mm
(a) Without

stroboscope.
(4-minute exposure)

(b)

Negative half cycle.
(10-minute exposure)

(c)

Positive half cycle.
(30-minute exposure)

(a)

__________________

(c)

(a) Rms

(b)

voltage - 200.5 kv (20-minute exposure)

Rms voltage - 220 kv (4-minute exposure)

(c) Rms

voltage - ¿36.5 kv (1.75-minute exposure)

Figure 5 - The size of the positive corona region as a function of
applied voltage.

was observed on

soit glow

the surface oi the tube in an area sur-

rounding the point as shown in Figure 4a on page 14.

This pheno-

he had also taken stroboscopic photographs and radio noise measure-

ments

of the

phenomenon.

Figure 4 shows the stroboscopic photographs that were taken

that the observed glow occurred only on the positive hail cycle.

The

radio noise measurements by Frofessor Stone had aIsG indicated
that there

was an undetectable amount

of

high-frequency electro-

magnetic radìation produced by the phenomenon.

These observations

strongly suggest that the glow region was a region of positive pulseless corona, even though the voltage

corona onset voltage of the tube.

was below

the d-c positive

This belief will lind support

throughout the remaining discussion.

Notice also from Figure 4 that

the glow area bad a quite definite outer

boundary and that the central

part of the glow area was relatively dark.

The most obvious characteristic
corona was that

it

of the positive pulseless

decreased very rapidly with a decrease

in voltage.

This effect was studied using the light-intensity measuring apparatus.

Figure

7

obtained;

on page 19 shows the general nature

of the

wavelorm

in these pictures the negative half cycle is

-

shown

slightly

LO

0.5

0.2

•

a
V

ai
GO

,1>

>

v

05

JO 2

JO

J
130

140

150

I
160

170

180

190

J

20i

I
210

L
220

230

Rms Voltage, kv

Figure 6 - The light-intensity from positive pulseless
corona as a function of applied voltage and point
extension.
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to the left of center, and the positive half cycle is shown to the right
of

center. By taking such photographs with various point extensions

and at various voltages and by measuring the area under the wave-

form on the positive half cycle, the data

Figure

6

on page 16 was obtained.

in Figure

6

for the solid

curves of

Even though the vertícal scale

is labeled as "Relative Light Intensity", the units

actually represent the area per baIl cycle in millivoltseconds as
obtained from the photographs. Similar data for the negative half

cycle indicated that the light intensity tended to increase slightly
with point

extension.

This data did not yield smooth curves, but it

deviated by less than 30 percent from the dashed Iìne in

Fìure

6.

Notice that while the negative corona light intensity only varied by
a factor of about eight, the positive corona light intensity varied by

a factor of nearly 100.

The curves for the positive corona show

a

distinct increase in intensity with increased point extension. The
spreading of the curves at the lower values of light intensity is also
quite pronounced.
The effect of the voltage on the
region was
5

area of the positive corona

investigated by taking the photographs shown in Figure

on page 14.

'ith a point extension of about 0.75 mm, these

photographs were taken at rms voltages of
236,5 kv.

ZOO.5

kv, 220 kv, and

The lengths of the positive corona region were about

3Z7 cm, 35.3 cm, and 37.0 cm, respectively. Over this small

range of voltage the area of the positive corona region increased with
voltage, but the increase

was very small compared with

in the light intensity over the

was not extended

to

same voltage range.

the change

The investigation

lower voltages because of the long exposire

time that would have been necessary.

An attempt was made

to

determine

the area of the positive

if

corona region varied during the positive half cycle

Photographs

voltage by using the stroboscope to select a portion of the positive

However, because there was no convenient method

half cycle.

of

changing the part of the positive half cycle being photographed without

moving

the

camera, the small changes

in

area observed were

not conclusive.

Another interesting observation was made under these conditions

After the apparatus hadbeen operated for several hours with

on, a thin layer of fine dust

aluminum
the

tube.

dark area

was

The area close

of the positive

visible on certain regions of the
to the point

which corresponded

corona region had such a layer

to

of dust.

Also the region surrounding the positive corona region for several
inches along the tube had such a layer.

However,

the dust did not

appear on any other region of the tube or in the region
positive corona.

of the bright

19

Figure 7 - Typical corona light-intensity
waveforms,
Point extension - mm
Sweep - ¿ milliseconds/cm
1

(a)

(a)

Rms voltage - ¿20 kv

Vertical scale - 0. 02 volt/cm
(b)

Rms voltage - 181 kv
Vertical scale - 0.01 volt/cm
(b)

Figure 8 - The effect of breakdown
st reame rs on the light-intensity
wavefo rm.
Rms voltage - 211 kv

Point extension - 1.5mm
Sweep -

milliseconds/cm
Vertical scale - 0. 05 volt/cm
2

(a)

Without breakdown

(b)

With breakdown

(a)

streamers.

streamers.
(b)

Figure

9 -

The transition when

breakdown streamers cease.
Rms voltage - 207 kv
Point extension - 1. 5 mm
Sweep - 0.

second/cm
Vertical scale - 0. 05 volt/cm
1

With a point extension of less than

the formation of positive

1

streamers on the

mm

point.

the voltage could be

Under these

conditions negative Trichel pulse corona was observed on the tube;
this

was accompanied by

a large increase in the light intensity

from

the positive puleetess corona.

Other Interactions

The effect

of positive

using a point extension of 1.5

breakdown streamers was studied by

mm. At an

rrns voltage of between

207 kv and 211 kv the positive streamers occurred on the point in
intermittent bursts so that conditions with and without streamers

were achieved

at the

same

voltage.

Photographs

of the

waveforms

obtained with and without streamers are shown in Figure 8 on page
19.

Notice that the presence of streamers on the positive half

cycle nearly doubled the intensity of the light from the negative half
cycle, while the light intensity

from

was reduced by about

factor.

was taken

at a

light intensity
of about 0.3

the

same

the positive pulseless corona

The photograph

in

Figure 9

lower sweep speed and shows the transition which

from

second

the positive pulseless corona required a period
to

increase to

its final

value.

point or negative Trichel pulse corona on the tube tended to initiate
the other.

On

the few occasions

present at the point,

when negative

its effect

positive pulseless corona

was

to

be

upon the light intensity from the
the

same

as the effect of negative

Trichel pulse corona occurring on the tube;

anisms are very

seemed

spitting

difficult to distinguish

in fact, the

from each

two mech-

others

THEORY OF THE INTERACTIONS
In the discussion of the

that the theory

mechanisms

depended largely on

The theory presented

corona

the effects of

in this section will

teractions of the corona

of

it

was evident

space charges

show that the observed in-

mechanisms also can be explained on

the

basis of spacé charge effects.
In

each of the corona mechanisms positive ions and free

electrons are created in the electron avalanches

computation in Appendix
attach

to

II

shows

However, the

that nearly all the free electrons

oxygen molecules and form negative ions within a dis-

tance of about a centimeter.

For

this

reason only the space charges

consisting of positive and negative ions need to be considered.

Since computations show that the lateral spreading of the

space charge due

to diffusion

slow. the space charge

and mutual repulsion was relatively

from corona on

the point

was probably

22

confined to a narrow region perpendicular to
The distance

of the

space charge from the tube

along with the applied voltage.

tube at the point.

the

oscillated at

60 cps

The calculation in Appendix III indi-

cates that the space charge reached a maximum

distance

from the

tube of between about 10 cm and about 30 cm.
A

space charge as described above does not possess enough

symmetry to allow the potential gradients on the surface of the tube
to be readily calculated.

An

estimate of the order of magnitude of

the effect of the space charge on the surface potential gradients

near the point can be made by assuming that the space charge is

spread in a thin cylindrical shell surrounding the tube. From the

results of Appendix III it is

reasonable to assume

that this cylindrical

shell has a radius of 20 ciii. It is also reasonable to assume that the
space charge within a distance of about 30 cm of the point has the

greatest effect. The calculation based

on these assumptions is

carried out in Appendix IV. From the results it appears that the
potential gradient at the surface of the tube near the point was approx-

imately
E

where

V

=

V/(8.9 cm)

+ (N_

- N+

(102tx1),

is the voltage that was applied to the tube and N and

N

are

the numbers of negative and positive ions that were in the space

charge.

The

first term

of

this

equation represents the surface poten-

tial gradient with no space charge present, and the second term
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represents the effect

of the space

charge. The second

term

is

only

an order of magnitude approximation.

Negative Trichel Pulse Corona and Positive Fulseless Corona
Although each negative Trichel pulse of corona which

occurred on the point only contained about

10

9

ions, the space charge

resulting from a single negative half cycle probably contained between

and

1O

negative ions because of the large number of

pulses. With an applied voltage below the tube onset voltage, this
space charge built up over a number of cycles until the potential

gradient on the tube near the point on the positive half cycle was

great enough to cause the observed positive corona. The equilibrium level for the negative space charge was reached when the

increase during the negative half cycle was balanced by the positive
ions from the positive half cycle and by various losses. It is assumed

that these losses were proportional to the amount of space charge

present and to the time; the most important factors were probably
the neutralization of negative ions that reached the tube during the

positive half cycle and the eventual drift of portions of the space

charge to regions much farther from the point.
The mechanism described above seems capable of accounting

for the positive puiseless corona that was observed below the onset

Since the effect of the space charge on the surface potential

voltage.

gradient decreased rapidly with increased distance either along or

corona region agrees with the theory.

The relatively dark region

near the point was probably caused by shielding of the tube surface

by the intense positive corona on the point.

The effects

of the point extension

The reason for the

and the applied voltage upon

positive half cycle then caused an increase in the positive pulseless

corona.

As

the applied voltage

space charge was required

to

was decreased, a greater negative

produce the positive pulseless corona.

Therefore, while the number of negative ions produced on each negative half cycle

was increased.
necessary

to

was decreased,

the rate of loss of the negative ions

Thus the amount

of positive pulseless

corona

maintain the equilibrium level of the negative space

charge decreased rapidly as the applied voltage was lowered.
spreading

of the

curves at the lower values

of intensity

w as

The

on the point

itself,

The effect
corona region

Is

of the applied voltage on the size of the positive

The reason

not so easily explained.

static dust settled only in the regions

where

it

the electro-

was observed also

is

not known.

Negative spitting on the point and negative Trichet pulse

corona on the tube raised the equilibrium level of the negative space
charge by producing large numbers of negative ions,

This accounts

for the observed increase in the positive corona.

Although the number
single positive

loll

gradient
tial

breakdown streamer

greater.

was caused by
on.

of positive ions that

The decrease

this strong

in.

is

not

known

were released by a
it

may have been

the negative space charge that

discharge increased the surface potential

the negative half cycle and

gradient on the positive half cycle.

decreased the surface potenThis accounts for the

observed increase in the negative Trichel pulse corona and the
crease in the positive pulseless corona with positive breakdown

streamers present.

When

the

breakdown streamers suddenly ceased, several

cycles were required to build the negative space charge up to

it

new

equilibrium level. This explains the build up of the positive pulse

less corona under these conditions.
The observation that the presence of either positive break-

tube tended to initiate the other also has a simple explanation.

centric-cylinder geometry, it was noted

The

that the negative TzicheI

pulse corona appears in small tufts that are evenly spaced along the

inner cylinder. The explanation is apparently that each tuft of
corona produces a large negative space charge which lowers the

potential gradient on the

surrounding

surface and

negative Trichel pulse corona from forming.

prevents other

CONCLUSIONS

1.

With a-c corona on a large

concentric-cylinder electrode

configuration in air under atmospheric conditioní, interactions
among the basic corona mechanisms are observed which are not

2.

These interactions can be explained, at least qualita-

tively, by a consideration of the effects of the apace charges which

surround the inner cylinder.
3,

The negative space charge produced by negative Trichel

pulse corona on a projection on the inner cylinder may cause positive pulseless corona to form on the inner cylinder at a voltage
below the onset voltage. The intensity of this posittve putseless

corona decreases very rapidly as the voltage is decreased.

streamers

on a projection on the

inner

cylinder decreases the interi-

sity of positive pulsetess corona and increases the

Intensity of the

negative Trichel puise corona.
5.

The space charge from either positive breakdown

stream-

ers or negative Trichel pulse corona tends to initiate the other.
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A1-PENDIX I

LIGHT-INTENSITY MEASURING APPARATUS
A

complete circuit diagram for the light-intensity measuring

apparatus is shown in Figure

10 on page 30.

multiplier tube was operated at

100 volts

À

type 931-A photo-

per stage; the voltage

divider was designed so that the current amplification of the photo-

multiplier tube would vary by less than
put currents of up to 0.3 ma.
to convert the

current output

5

percent for average out-

The variable impedance Z was used
of the

photomultiplier tube into the

voltage signal that was applied to the input of the cathode follower.
The plate voltage of the cathode follower was adjusted until the

voltage amplification was 0.5; the output impedance of the cathode

follower was then equal to the input impedance of the coaxial

cables

which was terminated in its characteristic impedance of 185 ohms.
The voltage signal

across the cable termination was then applied to

the input of an oscilloscope.
The frequency response of the circuit was determined by

the time constant of the impedance

Z5

in parallel with the stray and

tube capacitance of the circuit, which was determined experiment-

ally to be about

13 pf.

By using a

resistor

of less than 100 ohms as

z5, the response of the circuit was faster than the

response

oscilloscope and the photomultiplier tube. By using a

-

Z5

of

the

consisting

+ 200 volts

931-A

Photomultiplier

q Oscilloscope
185 ohms

10 feet of RG 114/U
185-ohm coaxial cable

Figure 10 - Diagram of the light-

1000
volts

intensity measuring circuit,,

00
o

of a i rriegolim

resistor in parallel with a

150 pf capactto a high gain

The photomultipller tube, the voltage

single electrostatically shielded mounting

dividers

the cathode

The voltages needed for

ßhielded cable the voltage for the photomultipUer tube voltage

divider was supplied through

a.

heavily insulated wire that was

wrapped around the shielded cable. The output signal was also

transmitted. As a result of this care, the 60-cps ripple on the
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APPENDIX II
ATTACHMENT OF FREE ELECTRONS

Consider a group of N0 free electrons which are drifting
through air at a pressure p under the influence of a potential
gradient E,

original

Then after traveling a distance x

number

the

of

the

which have not attached to oxygen molecules and

electrons

formed negative ions is given by

NN0e -nx
where n is the coefficient of electron attachment. The quantity

n/p is a tabulated function

of

the quantity E/p (8, p. 412-412).

The lowest value of n/p occurs when E/p is about 31.25

volts/cm-mm

Hg

.

At

atmospheric pressure of 760 mm Hg this

corresponds to a potential gradient
these conditions n/p is about
about 3.5

of about 23,7 Àw/cm.

Under

0.0046(cm-rnm Hg)1 so that n

Thus in traveling a distance of

1

is

cm the fraction of

the original electrons which remain unattached is
N/N0

=

e'3'5

=

0.03

For other potential gradients the free electrons will attach within
even a shorter distance.
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MIGRATION DISTANCE OF SPACE CHARGES

s

R

with a voltage V

V0

=

wt applied

sin

pect to the outer cylinder.
tential gradient

from

E

In the

to the

inner cylinder with res-

absence of space charges the po-

the inner cylinder

toward the outer

is

then

tnR/r0)

= (V0 sin wt)/(r

Suppose that negative ions are released from the inner cylinder
during the negative half cycle or that positive ions are released

during the positive half cycIe.

V = dr/dt

=

kE

=

If

(V0

the ions released at time to have

sin wt)/(r lu R/r0).

Integration of this equation and evaluation

when

the ions are at their

greatest distance from the ínner cylinder gives

r2
where

r02

=

Z

¿V0

w

ln

R/r0)

the positive signs apply for positive ions and the negative

atmospheric pressire K+

is

about -2.1 cm2/volt-sec

(6,

R

cos wt0)/(

(I

w

= L74 inches

ra

=

V0

p. 38)

377 sec

z

=

about 1.36 cm2/volt-sec and

(1,97

for the negative ions and

cm

,

z

(1 -

is

Evaluation of this formula with

and r0

1kv)

k

s 0.625 inch = 1.58

cos wt0) +

Z49 cm2

cm

gives

r2

=

V0 (1.28 crn2/kv) (1 + cos wt0) + 2.49 cm2

for the positive ions.
Assuming that the rms voltage is 235 kv, so that the value of
V0 is 333 kv, and

greater than

that the ions are released only when the voltage is

235 kv, the computations of the

limits of

for each

type of ion can be carried out. For negative ions the results show

that the ions will reach a maximum distance from the inner cylinder
of between 12.5 cm and 32 cm with the median distance being about
24 cm.

For positive ions the corresponding distances are 9.7 cm,

25.5 cm, and 19 cm.

Since rmax varies only about as the square root of the volt-

age, the ion mobility, and a factor depending on time, the results as

calculated above should be a good approximation to the results for
the conditions encountered in this investigation.
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(1.12')

V

=

d(rE)/dz = pI

E0r01u R/r0 + (psw

1Z2

RIs)/e

11

Assuming that the space charge layer has a radius of 20 cm
and consists of

N singly chargea positive ions and N

singly

charged negative ions per half meter of length along the inner

cylinder, the above equation can be evaluated using

E0

=

V/(89 cm)

(N_

-N)

(2.05 x 10

R = 174

inches

kv/cm).

The importance of this equation is that it gives the order of magni-

tude of the space charge necessary to produce a significant change

in the potential gradient at the surface of the ìnner cylinder.

